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Workshop on Attitude is everythinS atr b AJ
RDPS, PitamPura

Ms. Geetika Malhotra, Ms. Archana Shori, Ms. Rajni Mahajan, RDPS Faculty

E-room 2A

31't Ma rch 2018

8:00 am to 10:00 am

Faculty (I-VIII)

FDP (In house)

OBJECTIVES:

. To collaborate with teachers for facilitating the effective integration of soft skill curriculum in the

school's curriculum.

. To apprise the faculty to conduct Value education sessions and integrate soft skill activities for the

students.

DESCRIPTION:

"Life is 10o/o of what you make it & 90o/o of how you take it."

Imbued by its "ACT" approach Rukmini Devi Public School strives to inculcate the universal values

and skills within each student of the school. Among Attitude, Communication and Thinking skills,
,Attitude,is the most important determiner of one's personality. Attitude is a way of life' With

positive attitude, we embrace our life. The only difference between a good day and a bad day is

our attitude.
Keeping the same perspective in mind, the school organized a workshop on'Attitude is everything'

to inculcate the good and positive attitude among students which can only be possible by

facilitating the effective integration of Soft Skill curriculum in the school's curriculum'

The workshop focused on enabling the faculty members to plan Value education sessions with

integration of soft skill activities for the students.

In this session, the resource person, Ms. Archana Shori talked about the book called "skill Genie"

which includes the content for life skills based on Value Education and Soft Skills' This book has

already been shared with the teaching staff. The importance of soft skills was discussed in detail

with particiPatorY aPProach'
After that, Ms. Geetika Malhotra explained the integration of Value education activities and

workshops in our curriculum. The resource person talks about the deteriorating value system and

over a period of time the onus of its revival came up to the Schools also in addition to the family

system. She elaborated with the aid of plethora of examples from school routine that values are

something which are caught and cannot be taught. Participants were briefed about the

amalgamation of value education cards and soft skills in the value education workshops which are

conducted from time to time and are integral part of the school curriculum. It was also shared

with them that the themes of value education cards are mapped with the soft skill booklet

activities to reinforce the concept. For example, Class VIII A value education card theme "positive

approach" is mapped with chapter "Yes, I can".
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Snapshots of the session
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